This is a study of (spaces of) [ 
1. All DF spaces [16, Def. 1, p. 63 ] are gDF. In particular, strong duals of metrizable lcs.
More generally: 2. Let X be a metrizable lcs. Then its strong dual (uniform convergence on the bounded subsets of X), its c-dual X' (uniform convergence on the precompact subsets of X), and in case X is Frechet, also its Mackey dual XL (uniform convergence on the weakly compact disks in X) are gDF [32, 34] .
3. Accordingly, whenever X is an lcs whose strong dual X' b is Frechet, then X c (uniform convergence on the compact subsets of X' b ) and X wc (uniform convergence on the weakly = σ(X', X")-compact subsets of X[) are gDF, see Proposition 2.6 in §2. 4 . R. C. Buck's strict topology β on C b (S) [4] , S locally compact Hausdorίf, and its various extensions to (i) C b (T), T completely regular [11, 40] , (ii) Banach modules over Banach algebras [42] , and (iii) the double centralizer algebra of a C*-algebra [5] , all these "strict" spaces, in general, are far from being DF but, again, turn out to be gDF. (Consequences of this observation for such function spaces have been the point of discussion of the paper [33] ; see also the survey [34] . ) Further examples in this context are F. D. Sentilles' [41] strict topology β on L°° in his L°°-ZΛ-duality, and the "universal strongly countably additive" topology τ on the space £^(&) (of simple functions on a ring <3% of subsets of a set S) of W. H. Graves [13] 
in his representation of strongly countably additive vector measures (on &) as continuous linear operators (on (^(^?), τ)).
Applications in the context of strict topologies will eventually be pointed out in this paper.
These examples show that gDF spaces considerably enlarge the class of DF spaces, and include many more spaces of analysis. The interesting fact to note now, and the important one for our discussion, is that, nevertheless, they still have all the nice DF properties.
Notes 1.2. (1)
The gDF spaces as defined here have first been introduced by K. Noureddine [24, 25] as "espaces D"\ the semiMontel ones among them appear under the name "dF" in K. Brauner [3] , and under the name "DCF" in Hollstein [21] , who also considered non-locally convex analogues [20] .
(2) Noureddine [24, 25] already showed that gDF spaces share many properties with the DF spaces. For later use, the following are noted here: In particular, gDF spaces are sequentially evaluable: DEFINITION [44] : An lcs X is called sequentially evaluable if every strong nullsequence in its dual is equicontinuous.
( 3 ) Further DF properties have been carried over to gDF spaces in [10] and [33] .
(d) [10, 33] : gDF spaces are quasinormable (see Definition 1.3 below).
It seems worth noticing at this point that, for the special case of the gDF space X' wc for X Frechet (Examples 2), property ( [20] yields (f) for gDF spaces. The nonlocally convex results of [20] include the second statement of (g) for gDF spaces, whereas it is not evident to me, whether this also extends to the first one.
Proposition (f) will now be proved for a much wider class than the gDF spaces [32, II. 4, Satz 4.11, and IV. 2, Satz 2.1], and proposition (g) for gDF spaces [32, II. 4, Satz 4.8 and Satz 4.9] will then follow easily.
As a final result, it is now settled, that all important DF properties, except the one of being countably evaluable, remain valid for gDF spaces. It is for this reason that / chose (in [32, 34] ) to change the original terminology of Noureddine and to let their close relationship with their ancestors show through this different name.
Recall the following notions:
1. An lcs X is called quasinormable [16, III. 1, Def. 4, p. 106], whenever, for every equieontinuous subset H of the dual of X, there exists a zero neighbourhood U in X such that, on H, the strong topology and the topology of uniform convergence on U coincide.
Equivalently, X is quasinormable, whenever, for every zero neighbourhood U, there exists another such, V say, with the property that, for every ε > 0, there exists a bounded subset B ε of X such that VaeU + B ε .
Also recall, that a Schwartz space exactly is a quasinormable lcs whose bounded sets are precompact.
2. Given an lcs (X, τ) with an increasing sequence A = (A n ) neN of disks, τ is said to be localίzable on the A n '&, whenever τ is the finest lc topology on X which agrees with τ on the A n 's.
In case the union of the A n '& spans X, and A n + A n (zA n+lf a base of zero neighbourhoods for the finest lc topology on X, agreeing with τ on the A n 's is formed by the absolutely convex hulls of sets of the form U {U n Π A n \ neN}, (U n ) neN 
(Ssf) is /3-continuous, there exists a /3-zero neighbourhood V in LΓ{^/) on which v is bounded by one in absolute value. /3-continuity of multiplication now asserts the existence of a /3-zero neighbourhood U in L°°(jy) such that U UaV.
In terms of P; this yields P$(U)aU°. In particular, P; is β-\\ || r continuous. In case the dual of (L\j*f), \\ Id) is equal to L°°(c&O (consult [41] ), it even is weakly compact from (L%J^l β) into {L\J*) 9 || 110.
(3) A particularly striking application of Theorem 1.4 to sets of [weakly] compact operators is to be found in §2, see Proposition 2.1 and its proof.
(4) Note that, besides all gDF spaces, the class of spaces that fulfill the assumptions of propositions (2) (i) and (ii) of Theorem 1.4 on X, contains all subspaces of Schwartz gDF spaces. This is worth mentioning, for, in general, the gDF property is not inherited by linear subspaces. Note as well that the class of Y's as specified in (2) (iii) is closed under the formation of linear subspaces. 
(Here, rj denotes the finest lc topology on Y agreeing with p on the B n 's, and ^τ denotes the class of all bounded subsets of (X, r).)
Proof, It suffices to give a proof for the case Z -K, see [16, I. 1, Lemme 3, p. 64]. Also, considering 2 n B n instead of B n ,neN, one can assume that B n + B n c B n+1 , neN, for rj is not being changed by this manipulation.
1. For every neN, there exists a zero neighbourhood Z7» in (X, τ) such that \H(U' n , B n )\^l (equihypocontinuity of H). 2. For every neN, there exists a zero neighbourhood U n in (X, τ) with the property that, for every a > 0, there exists a bounded subset M* of (X, τ) such that U n aaUi + MS (quasinormability of X).
3. There exists a sequence (a n ) neN of positive reals such that U = Π {α n ί7JweiV} is a zero neighbourhood in X ((cnc) for X).
4. For every neN, there exists a zero neighbourhood F n in (Y, p) such that |iϊ(Mί-i, V n )\ ^ 1 (equihypocontinuity of H again).
It follows that * H{U, \J m ,ΛB m n α" 1^) ) aH{U' n + a n Mϊ-,, ( It remains to prove Proposition 1.8: We have to show that π is equal to the finest lc topology on X(x)]Γ, agreeing with π on the sets C n = ΓA n (x) B n . Denoting this latter topology by η 9 and referring to the general properties of the projective tensor product topology, it is enough to show that the tensor mapping Φ: X x F-> X(x)Y, (x 9 J/)H-> x (x) y, is continuous from X x Y into (X® Γ, η). Theorem 1.4 reduces this to hypocontinuity, i.e. that Φ{A n , •) and Φ{ , B n ) are equicontinuous sets of linear operators from Y resp. X into (X(g)Γ, η) for all neN. This is what we show now. The conclusion of Grothendieck's result holds, whenever Y is a Frechet space, and X a quasinormable lcs with (cnc) (see proposition 2 of Definition 1.3 in §1).
Note that every gDF space fulfills the assumptions on X As a first step towards our characterization of (weakly) compact operators along this line, an extension to sets of (weakly) compact operators of these two results is shown to be an immediate consequence of Theorem 1. 
(T).
As this characterization is not being covered by the above abstract results, it motivated the search for an appropriate extension. Such is provided by the following result, which contains all the results considered so far as special cases. Notes, (a) The additional information on the special zero neighbourhood U in X as given in part 3 is particularly useful, for it provides a recipe for constructing U in terms of the give items (B n ) neN , (V n ) neN and H. In the measure theoretic context [14] , this recipe has been used to some advantage for the study of Banach space valued strongly countably additive vector measures; see Note (b) following Theorem 2.3.
(b) In the context of general linear operators, the formulation of Theorem 2.2 for sets of operators (as opposed to a single one) also will prove particularly useful: in §4 it will be used to characterize compact sets of compact operators on Banach spaces. (F, p) .
In particular, every continuous linear operator from a Schwartz (resp. semi-reflexive) gDF space into a Frechet space is compact (resp. weakly compact).
Notes and first applications, (a) This special case of Theorem 2.2 contains the above results of Grothendieck, van Dulst and Sentilles.
Note that the very last statement of Theorem 2.3 can be viewed as an extension of the (trivial) fact, that every continuous linear operator on a reflexive Banach space is weakly compact, to the case of semireflexive gDF spaces, with the specified restriction on the range spaces.
(b) The applicability of Theorem 2.3 to the strict topologies mentioned in §1 has been pointed out already in [33] . A further concrete situation for which Theorems 2.2 and 2.3 provide new tools, is Graves' [13] "linearization of vector measures": For a σ-algebra Σ of subsets of a set S and a Banach space X, the space of bounded vector measures from Σ into X is in one-to-one correspondence with the continuous linear operators from the space S^(Σ) of J-simple functions, endowed with the sup-norm topology, into X: μ H* integration with respect to μ. W. H. Graves in [13] specified an lc topology τ on £^(Σ), coarser than the sup-norm topology, which singles out the strongly countably additive vector measures as exactly those whose associated operators are τ-continuous. (£^(Σ), τ) (1) There exists a zero neighbourhood U in X and a sequence (C n ) neN of ^-precompact (rest, p-weakly relatively compact) disks in Y such that H(U) c Π {C n + V n \ n e N}, where (F n ) ne jv is a (decreasing) neighbourhood base in Y.
Proof.
( i ) There exist zero neighbourhoods U' n in X such that H{ Ui) c V n , neN dOi-equicontinuity of H).
(ii) There exist zero neighbourhoods U n in X with the property that, for all a > 0, there exists Bl bounded in X such that U n c aU ι n + Ba (quasinormability of X).
(iii) V -Π {oc n U n I n eN} is a zero neighbourhood in X for a suitable sequence (a n ) neN Before turning to further applications of Theorems 2.2 and 2.3, we conclude this section with a discussion of two more classes of gDF spaces.
Whenever X is an lcs whose strong dual is Frechet, then X" (resp. X"c) is semi-Montel gDF (resp. semi-reflexive gDF). Hence, by Theorem 2.3, every continuous linear operator from X" (resp. X" c ) into a Frechet space is compact (resp. weakly compact). Exactly the same is true for the particular linear subspace X c (resp. X wc ). But more can be said: X c and X wc are even gDF. Proof. The gDF property of X with the Mackey topology is immediate from the assumption. For a proof of the gDF property for the other two spaces, it has to be shown that a linear operator from any of them into a Banach space is continuous as soon as its restrictions to the bounded sets are. Let (B n ) neN be a fundamental sequence of bounded sets in (X, τ), all B n disks, B n + B n c B n+l9 Y a Banach space, and u a linear operator from X into Y.
Case "we 7 '\ If the restrictions of u to the B n 's are wc-continuous, then u is continuous from (X, τ(X, X')) into Y, for σ(X, X') a we a τ(X, X'), and the latter topology is gDF. Plain duality implies that u" is continuous from (X", τ(X", X')) into (Y", τ{Y", Y')). But the range of u" is contained in Y: for x" e X", there exists neN and a net (x λ ) λeΛ (zB n which is τ(X", X')-convergent to x". By assumption on u, the net (ux λ ) λeΛ is norm convergent to some ysY.
Clearly, u"x" = yeY.
In this way, u" comes out to be a closed graph linear map from the gDF space (X", τ(X", X')) into Y", which transforms bounded sets (σ(X", X')-closures of the B n 's in X") into weakly relatively compact sets. Proposition 3.4 of [31] implies that u" is weakly continuous, and hence continuous, from (X", r(X", X')) into Y. Starting point is the following extension to the gDF-i^-situation, together with a refinement to coarser lc topologies, of Schauder's and Gantmaher's Theorems: Of particular interest is the special case where X and Y are Banach spaces (in accordance with the usual Banach space notation, the topological dual of a normed space Z will be denoted by Z*): THEOREM 
Let X be a normed space, Y a Banach space, and let u e L(X, Y).
(a) The following are equivalent:
(1) u is compact.
( 2 ) u* is compact. It is not clear whether this variant of the theme of § 2 is covered by Theorem 2.3, for it is not known whether the (cnc) property and quasinormability hold for the spaces just specified. An example of such a space which is not gDF has been exhibited by M. Valdivia (oral communication by H. Jarchow). Note that, for a gDF space (X, τ), all spaces (X, p), with p an lc topology between the c-topology and the Mackey topology τ(X, X'), are sequentially evaluable. Also note at this point that, for an lcs with a fundamental sequence of precompact sets, the properties of being sequentially evaluable and of being gDF are equivalent.
(b) Proposition (a) of Theorem 3.2 is implicit in Grothendieck's early work in functional analysis: compactness of u translates by polarity into continuity of u* from Y? into X*. Compactness of u* for these topologies then follows from Grothendieck's result [16, Cor. 1 of Thm. 11, p. 114] (see the beginning of section 2 above) and the fact that Y* is a Schwartz space, the latter being a consequence of the Banach-Dieudonne Theorem. Equivalent formulations of prop-osition (a), in particular, the coincidence of compact operators with the quasi-oo-nuclear operators of Persson/Pietsch [28, p. 56] , have been given in [43, Thm. 1] and in [29] .
Proof of Theorem 3.1. Case (a): The assumption of (1) (resp. of (3)) translates by plain duality techniques into u f (resp. u") being continuous from Y' e into X[ (resp. from X" into Y"). In both cases, Theorem 2.3 reveals the compactness of the respective mappings for these topologies. This, in turn, implies (2) (resp. (4)). Finally, whenever (X, τ) is sequentially evaluable, then τ is finer than the c-topology, and (5) is implied by (4) . Case (b): Proceeding as in the proof of (a), the assumption of (1) (resp. (3)) translates into u' (resp. u") being continuous from Y' wc into X[ (resp. from X" c into Y"). Again, the weak compactness of the respective mappings for these topologies, and thus (2) (resp. (4)), is a consequence of Theorem 2.3. Finally, whenever (X, τ) is gDF, then, according to just this theorem, (1) and (5) (1) H is relatively compact (in the operator norm). Notes, (a) The equivalence of (1) and (3) and (4) is a result of Palmer's [27, Thms. 2.1 and 2.2]. In the presence of the approximation property for either X* or Y, the equivalence of (1) and (2) has been proved by Holub [22, Cor. to Thm. 1].
Finally, the equivalence of (1), (2) and (5) (b) Together with the Davis/Figiel/Johnson/Pelczynski factorization theorem for weakly compact operators [9] , the equivalence of (1) and (5) can be used to factor an operator norm convergent sequence of compact operators through one and the same reflexive Banach space in such a way, that the convergence of the sequence even takes place for the respective new (stronger) operator norm. Problems of this kind are being discussed in [36, 37] . Since Xf* ® π Yf is semi-Montel gDF, its c-topology coincides with its original topology, i.e., the equicontinuous and the strongly relatively compact subsets of its dual coincide. Hence, the equicontinuous and the relatively compact subsets of B hh (Xf*, Yt) coincide. Furthermore, according to Theorem 1.4, they are the same as the equihypocontinuous subsets. Together with (*), this establishes the equivalence of (1), (2) and (5). The first condition of proposition (3) (resp. of (4)) means that if* (resp. H) is equicontinuous from Y* into X* (resp. from X c into Y). According to a consequence of the Arzela-Ascoli Theorem (c.f. [17, 0.7, Cor. 2 of Thm. 6, p. 17]), H*czL(Y?,X*) (resp. ifcL(X c , Y)) is precompact with respect to the topology of uniform convergence on the precompact subsets of Y* (resp. of X c ), if and only if iϊ* | P (resp. H\P) is equicontinuous for all P precompact in Yf (resp. in X c ), and H*(y*) (resp. H(x)) is precompact in X* (resp. in Y) for all #* e Γ* (resp. for all £ e X). Since Γ* and X c are gDF spaces whose bounded sets are precompact (Examples 2 in §1, and Proposition 2.6), the equivalence of propositions (1), (3) and (4) is now apparent. This completes the proof.
